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Calls for action as
GB-NI trade
disruption
continues

Goods are being turned back at Belfast Harbour
Photo: William Murphy

Slew of new paperwork is causing delays to shipments crossing the Irish
Sea, with product shortages continuing in NI supermarkets
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customs arrangements.
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The BBC reported that in a letter to their

queues at NI ports and supermarkets are

used for all GB-NI freight was only fully

government counterparts, shadow

reporting healthy supplies into their

launched on the 23 December, while

secretary of state for Northern Ireland
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guidance on GB to NI freight providing a

Louise Haigh and shadow chancellor of

grace period for parcels and post was

the Duchy of Lancaster Rachel Reeves
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urged the government to provide better
guidance for British companies shipping

Logistics UK has written to Michael Gove
and Lord Agnew with three key asks from

to Northern Ireland as freight volumes
start to increase.

the logistics sector:
The shadow ministers wrote: "The failure
1. Clearer communication of the
administrative requirements, akin to the
Border Operating Model for GB-EU trade.
2. Simplifications, derogations and
mitigations for all goods moving from NI
to GB.
3. The immediate restart of NI Protocol
working groups, which do not yet appear
to be functioning.
The government insists that the flow of
goods between Britain and Northern
Ireland has generally been smooth, but

to properly prepare GB businesses for the
huge changes in the trading relationship
with Northern Ireland is having real
consequences.
"Incredibly rather than taking concrete
steps to minimise disruption, the secretary
of state for Northern Ireland is in denial
and simply pretending the border does not

"We recognise the need to provide as
much support to the haulage sector as
possible as industry adapts to new
processes.
"We have been engaging intensively with
the Irish authorities and hauliers on the
issues that have been encountered for
goods transiting through Dublin Port."
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exist.
"The Northern Ireland Protocol has to be
made to work; that's why we need urgent
action to iron out these issues."

Labour has also called on the government

A government spokesperson said: "There

to take action to tackle the border issues.

are no significant
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